A modest knowledge of Greek etymology can be a dangerous thing. A brief appraisal of the numberless words – both medical and non-medical – beginning with the prefix, "pal-", for example, can result in utter etymological confusion unless one is aided by a reliable Greek dictionary.

Beginning with words employing the "pale/paleo-" prefix: such terms are derived from the Greek root meaning ancient or primitive, and from a still older prefix signifying something that is backward or long ago. And thus, it gives rise to words such as paleobotany (botany of fossil plants), paleography (study of ancient writings), Paleolithic (pertaining to the Stone Age) and paleopathology (pathology of fossil remains).

The prefix, "pali-", on the other hand, is Greek meaning repetition, renewal or the sense of returning again, as is words such as palindrome (a sentence reading the same backwards or forwards; and the "drome" root meaning course, appearing in words such as hippodrome and aerodrome). Other cognate words include palilalia (pathologic repetition of sounds) and palikinesia (involuntary repetition of movements). The sense of repetition appears in the word palimpsest (a parchment which has been scrapped clean to make way for a new document, text or painting.) Palingenesia, meaning a rebirth or regeneration, again relies upon the sense of repetition.

The prefix, "pall-", is similarly Greek and generally means to quiver as in medical words such as pallesthesia (vibratory sense). But words such as palliate are etymologically distinguishable and are derived from the Latin, "pallium", meaning a cloak. Thus the clinical act of palliation means to cloak, or mitigate symptoms such as pain. But then there are words such as pallidum and globus pallidus which stem from the Latin, "pallidus", meaning pale or without color, as seen also in English words such as pallor or pale.

Other words beginning with the "pal-" prefix include Palestine, descended, through the Greek, and thence from the Hebrew, "Pelesheb", meaning land of the Philistines.

A palette, a painter’s working board, derives from the Latin, "pala", meaning a shovel, a stake or a piece of wood. A pali-sade, then, defines a fence made of many stakes.

Finally, a handful of words are derived from the name, Palladio, (such as palladian, defining certain renaissance architectural features) after the famous architect, Andrea Palladio (1518-1580), and Pallas, the goddess Athene’s surname, which stem from earlier Persian words defining maidens.
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